Call for papers
14th International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR 2017)
November 10-15, 2017
Kyoto, Japan
http://www.iapr.org/icdar2017/

Honorary Chairs
○ Prof. Kazuhiko Yamamoto (Japan)
○ Prof. Masaki Nakagawa (Japan)

General Chair
○ Koichi Kise (Japan)

Executive Co-Chairs
○ Shinichiro Omachi (Japan)
○ Seiichi Uchida (Japan)
○ Masakazu Iwamura (Japan)

Program Committee Chairs
○ C.V. Jawahar (India)
○ Daniel Lopresti (USA)
○ Dimothenis Karatzas (Spain)

Workshop Chairs
○ Michael Blumenstein (Australia)
○ Umapada Pal (India)

Competition Chairs
○ Jean-Marc Ogier (France)
○ Marcus Liwicki (Germany)

Tutorial Chairs
○ Simone Marinai (Italy)
○ Josep Llados (Spain)

Publication Chairs
○ Wataru Ohyama (Japan)
○ Kengo Terasawa (Japan)

Publicity Chairs
○ David Doermann (USA)
○ Cheng-Lin Liu (China)
○ Gernot Fink (Germany)
○ Tomo Miyazaki (Japan)

Sponsorship Chairs
○ Andreas Dengel (Germany)
○ Hisashi Ikeda (Japan)

Finance Chair
○ Masakazu Iwamura (Japan)

Doctoral Consortium Chair
○ Rafael Lins (Brazil)
○ Gernot Fink (Germany)

The 14th IAPR International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR 2017) is the premier international forum for researchers and practitioners in the document analysis community. The accepted papers will be published by IEEE Computer Society’s Conference Publishing Services (CPS) and included in IEEE Xplore Digital Library.

Topics of Interest include, but not limited to:
○ Character Recognition
○ Handwriting Recognition
○ Graphics Recognition
○ Document Image Analysis
○ Document Understanding
○ Document Analysis Systems
○ Document Processing
○ Camera-based Document Processing
○ Document Databases and Digital Libraries
○ Mining Document Image Collections
○ Multimedia Documents and Internet Documents
○ Document Forensics
○ Historical Documents
○ Segmentation and Restoration
○ Sketching Interfaces
○ Performance Evaluation
○ Camera and Scene Text Understanding
○ Machine Learning for Document Analysis
○ Human-Document Interaction
○ Language and Script in Document Understanding
○ Novel Applications

Submission and Review
ICDAR 2017 will follow a double blind review process. Authors should not include their names and affiliations anywhere in the manuscript. Authors should also ensure that their identity is not revealed indirectly by citing their previous work in the third person, and omitting including acknowledgements until the camera-ready version.

Paper format and length
Papers accepted for the conference will be allocated 6 pages in the proceedings, with the option of purchasing up to 2 extra pages for JPY 10,000 per page. This will have to be paid after paper acceptance and at the time of registration. The length of the submitted manuscript should match that intended for final publication. Therefore, if you are unwilling or unable to pay the extra charge you should limit yourself to 6 pages. Otherwise the page limit is 8 pages.

Important Dates
○ Submission Deadline: March 15, 2017
○ Acceptance Notification: July 1, 2017
○ Camera Ready Papers Due: August 15, 2017

Inquiry icdar2017-inquiry@m.cs.osakafu-u.ac.jp

Sponsors